PRECIPITATION

What does a 60 percent chance of
precipitation mean?
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/canada-weather-forecast-no-50-per-cent-forecast-1.4206067



The probability of (PoP) does not mean



• the percent of time precipitation will be observed over the area; or



• the percentage of meteorologists who believe precipitation will fall!



The most common definition among meteorologists is the probability that at least
one one-hundredth inch of liquid-equivalent precipitation will fall in a single spot.



Here’s a good way to grasp a PoP of 60 percent: If we had ten tomorrows with
identical weather conditions, any given point would receive rain on six (60
percent) of those days. And rain would not fall on four of those days — on any
given point.



Remember: this PoP is a forecast for 10 potential tomorrows, not a forecast for the
next 10 days! Although this may be confusing, weather forecasters have no
problem thinking of tomorrow’s weather as a group of potential tomorrows.



One thing you can take to the bank: as the PoP increases, precipitation grows
more likely.

In meteorology, precipitation is any product
of the condensation of atmospheric water
vapor that falls under gravity.

So many types…


Rain



Sleet



Drizzle



Hail



Snow



Graupel



Thundersnow



Fog and mist are technically SUSPENSIONS and not precipitation

SYMBOLS
 RAINSHOWERS

are

identified on
weather maps as
a dot over a
triangle
 Heavier rain as a
series of dots,
more when rain is
heavier



Rain - and other forms of
precipitation - occur when
warm moist air cools and
condensation occurs.



Since warm air can hold
more water than cool air,
when the warmer air is
cooled the moisture
condenses to liquid - and it
rains.

Basically…



SO: Water droplets form from warm air.
As the warm air rises in the sky it cools.



Water vapor (invisible water in the air)
always exists in our air. Warm air holds
quite a bit of water.



For example, in the summer it is usually
very humid. When enough of these
droplets collect together, we see
them as clouds. If the clouds are big
enough and have enough water
droplets, the droplets bang together
and form even bigger drops.



When the drops get heavy, they fall
because of gravity, and you see and
feel rain.

Frontal rain


Frontal rain occurs when two air masses meet. When a
warm air mass meets a cold air mass, they don't mix as
they have different densities (a bit like oil and water).
Instead, the warm less dense air is pushed up over the
cold dense air creating the 'front'. As a result, much like
when air is forced up over mountains, the warm less
dense air cools, and the water vapour condenses into
water and falls as raindrops.

Orographic rain


Orographic rain is rainfall produced as a result of clouds
formed from the topography - or shape - of the land.
Where there is high ground moist air is forced upwards
producing cloud and potentially, precipitation.



Mountainous areas close to prevailing westerly winds are
most likely to experience this type of rainfall.

Convective rain


Convective rain is produced by convective cloud. Convective
cloud is formed in vertical motions that result from instability of the
atmosphere. One way that the atmosphere can become unstable
is by heating from the sun. The ground warms up, causing moisture
in the ground to evaporate and rise, and the hot ground also heats
the air above it. As the water vapour rises, it cools and condenses
into clouds and eventually rain.



When you heat the air from below like this, much like in a boiling
kettle, you tend to get "bubbles" of rising air, known as updrafts.
These are much smaller than the large-scale lifting of air that occurs
at fronts and over mountain ranges. This tends to give us smaller
areas of rain, with clear spells in between, commonly referred to as
"sun showers".

Sometimes, you can get all three types
of rain at once, and this can lead to
severe flooding

monsoons


A monsoon is a seasonal wind, found especially in Asia that
reverses direction between summer and winter and often brings
heavy rains. In the summer, a high pressure area lies over the
Indian Ocean while a low exists over the Asian continent. The air
masses move from the high pressure over the ocean to the low
over the continent, bringing moisture-laden air to south Asia.



During winter, the process is reversed and a low sits over the
Indian Ocean while a high lies over the Tibetan plateau so air
flows down the Himalaya and south to the ocean. The migration
of trade winds and westerlies also contributes to the monsoons.
Smaller monsoons take place in equatorial Africa, northern
Australia, and, to a lesser extent, in the southwestern United
States.

drizzle


Drizzle is a light liquid precipitation
consisting of liquid water drops
smaller than those of rain –
generally smaller than 0.5 mm
(0.02 in) in diameter.



Drizzle is normally produced by low
stratiform clouds and
stratocumulus clouds. ... The
METAR code for drizzle is DZ and
for freezing drizzle is FZDZ.

Rain facts
How big are raindrops?


Raindrops are much smaller than
we think! They are actually smaller
than a centimeter. Raindrops
range from 1/100 inch (.0254
centimeter) to 1/4 inch (.635
centimeter) in diameter.

How fast do raindrops fall?


Not including wind-driven rain,
raindrops fall between 7 and 18
miles per hour (3 and 8 meters per
second) in still air. The range in
speed depends on the the size of
the raindrop. Air friction breaks up
raindrops when they exceed 18
miles per hour.

SNOW!!!!!
AND IN CASE YOU FORGOT WHAT IT LOOKS
LIKE…

Watches and warnings


A Winter Weather Advisory is issued for accumulations of snow,
freezing rain, freezing drizzle, and sleet that may present a hazard
but does not merit a warning.



A Winter Storm Watch is issued to alert the public to the possibility of
a blizzard, heavy snow, heavy freezing rain, or heavy sleet.



A Winter Storm Warning is issued when a hazardous winter weather
event is imminent or occurring, and is considered a threat to life and
property.

How is snow formed?
 Snow

is commonly formed when water
vapor undergoes deposition, which is
when water vapor changes directly to ice
without first becoming a liquid, high in the
atmosphere at a temperature of less than
0°C (32°F) and then falls to the ground.

Different types of snow


Atmospheric conditions affect how
snow crystals form and what happens
to them as they fall to the ground.



Snow may fall as symmetrical, six-sided
snowflakes, or it may fall as larger
clumps of flakes.

SO many different types…

(and I don’t like many…)



Similarly, once snow is on the ground, the snowpack may
assume different qualities depending on local
temperature changes, whether winds blow the snow
around, or how long the snow has been on the ground.
For instance, a fresh snowfall may be loose and
powdery, but snow that has been on the ground
throughout the winter may have dense, crusted layers
caused by melting and refreezing. Scientists and
meteorologists have classified types of snowfall,
snowpack, and snow formations.

Types of snow


New snow is a recent snow
deposit in which the original form
of the ice crystals can be
recognized.



Firn is rounded, well-bonded snow
that is older than one year and
has a density greater than 550
kilograms per cubic meter, or 55
percent.



Névé is young, granular snow that
has been partially melted, refrozen
and compacted; névé that
survives a full melt season is called
firn. This type of snow is associated
with glacier formation.



Old snow indicates deposited
snow whose transformation is so
far advanced that the original
form of the new snow crystals can
no longer be recognized.



Seasonal snow refers to snow that
accumulates during one season or
snow that lasts for only one
season.



Perennial snow is snow that persists
on the ground year after year.



Powder snow is dry new snow,
which is composed of loose, fresh
ice crystals

SNOWSTORMS


Snowstorm intensity may be categorized
by visibility and depth of accumulation.
Snowfall's intensity is determined by
visibility, as follows:



Light: visibility greater than 1 kilometer
(0.6 mi)



Moderate: visibility restrictions between
0.5 and 1 kilometer (0.3 and 0.6 mi)



Heavy: visibility is less than 0.5 kilometers
(0.3 mi)



The International Classification for
Seasonal Snow on the Ground defines
"height of new snow" as the depth of
freshly fallen snow, in centimeters as
measured
with
a
ruler,
that
accumulated on a ‘snowboard’ during
an observation period of 24 hours, or
other observation interval. After the
measurement, the snow is cleared from
the board and the board is placed
flush with the snow surface to provide
an accurate measurement at the end
of
the
next
interval.
Melting,
compacting, blowing and drifting
contribute to the difficulty of measuring
snowfall.

THUNDERSNOW!


Thundersnow is when thunder and lighting occur during a snowstorm. This
occurs most often in late winter or early spring. To get thundersnow, you
need a mass of cold air on top of warm air, plus moist air closer to the
ground.



Thundersnow starts out like a summer thunderstorm. The sun heats the
ground and pushes masses of warm, moist air upward, creating unstable air
columns. As it rises, the moisture condenses to form clouds, which are jostled
by internal turbulence.



The "tricky part" for making thundersnow is creating that atmospheric
instability in the wintertime. For thundersnow to occur, the air layer closer to
the ground has to be warmer than the layers above, but still cold enough to
create snow.



During thundersnow events, heavy snowfall is to be expected. In some
cases, 5cm per hour is possible.

Types of snow formations



Once on the ground,
snow is subject to various
weather conditions,
including blowing wind,
changing temperatures,
and long periods of
shade or sunshine. In
certain instances, these
elements can literally
change the shape of the
snow surface
.



A crust is a hard snow surface lying upon a
softer layer, formed by sun, rain, or wind.



Megadunes are giant dunes of snow in
Antarctica composed of large snow crystals
measuring up to 2 centimeters (3/4 inch)
across.



Ripple marks refer to the corrugation on a
snow surface caused by wind, similar to the
ripples sometimes seen in sand.



Sastrugi occur when wind erodes or deposits
snow in irregular grooves and ridges. Sastrugi
sometimes result in delicate and fragile snow
formations.



A snow barchan is horseshoe-shaped
snowdrift, with the ends pointing downwind.



A snow bridge is an arch formed by snow
that has drifted across a crevasse, forming
first a cornice, and ultimately a covering
which may completely obscure the
crevasse.

Snow cornices, like the one in this photo, are formed when wind blows snow over
the edge of a ridge or cliff. In time, the snow accumulates and freezes into a
cornice shape.
—Credit: Marcelebrate, flickr


A cornice is an overhanging
accumulation of ice and windblown snow, characteristically
found on the edge of a ridge or
cliff face.

A field of penitents in the Andes of Argentina. These penitents are about
1.5 to 1.8 meters (5 to 6 feet) high
—Credit: Wikimedia Commons


Penitents are tall, thin, closely-spaced
pinnacles of hardened snow ranging in
height from a few centimeters to a few
meters (a few inches to a few feet).
Fields of penitents can develop over
glaciated and snow-covered areas,
particularly in arid regions, such as the
Dry Andes or in the mountains
surrounding Death Valley in California.



A snow roller is a rare formation
that occurs during specific
meteorological conditions. Wind
blows a chunk of snow along the
ground, and the resulting snowball
accumulates material as it rolls
along. Snow rollers are cylindrical
rather than circular. Some are
shaped like donuts because the
weak inner layers collapse and
blow away.

Sun cups…


Sun cups refer to a pattern of
shallow, bowl-shaped hollows that
form during intense sunshine.

What is an avalanche?


An avalanche is a moving mass of
snow that may contain ice, soil,
rocks, and uprooted trees. The
height of a mountain, the steepness
of its slope, and the type of snow
lying on it all help determine the
likelihood of an avalanche.



Avalanches begin when an unstable
mass of snow breaks away from a
mountainside and moves downhill.
The growing river of snow picks up
speed as it rushes down the
mountain. Avalanches have been
known to reach speeds of 245 miles
an hour (394 kilometers per hour)—
about four times as fast as the
speediest downhill skier.

Anatomy of an avalanche


All that is necessary for an avalanche is a mass of snow and a slope
for it to slide down. For example, have you ever noticed the layer of
snow on a car windshield after a snowfall? While the temperature
remains low, the snow sticks to the surface and does not slide off.
After the temperature increases, however, the snow will sluff, or slide,
down the front of the windshield, often in small slabs. This is an
avalanche on a miniature scale.

WHY IS SNOW WHITE?


Bright snow blinds us with its gleaming white color because it
reflects beams of white light. Instead of absorbing light, snow's
complex structure prevents the light from shining through its lattice
formation. A beam of white sunlight entering a snow bank is so
quickly scattered by a zillion ice crystals and air pockets that most
of the light comes bouncing right back out of the snow bank. What
little sunlight is absorbed by snow is absorbed equally over the
wavelengths of visible light thus giving snow its white appearance.
So while many natural objects get their blue, red, and yellow colors
from absorbing light, snow is stuck with its white color because it
reflects light.

GRAUPEL


Graupel consists of snowflakes that become rounded,
opaque pellets ranging from 2 to 5 millimeters (0.1 to 0.2
inches) in diameter. They form as ice crystals fall through
supercooled cloud droplets, which are below freezing
but remain a liquid. The cloud droplets then freeze to the
crystals, forming a lumpy mass. Graupel is sometimes
mistaken for hail, but tends to have a texture that is
softer and more crumbly. Graupel is sometimes also
called snow pellets.

How is lake-effect snow formed?


As the cold air flows over the warm lake water, the
relatively warm water heats the air's bottom layer as lake
moisture evaporates into the cold air. Since warm air is
lighter or less dense than cold air, the heated air rises
and begins to cool. As the air cools, the moisture that
evaporated into it condenses and forms clouds and
snow begins falling from the cloud if the air is humid
enough.

Image from USA TODAY

sleet


Sleet is just rain drops that
freeze into ice pellets
before
reaching
the
ground.
Sleet
usually
bounces when hitting a
surface and does not
stick to objects. However,
it can accumulate like
snow and cause a hazard
to motorists.

HAIL


Hail is solid precipitation in the
form of balls or pieces of ice
known as hailstones.



Hailstones fall from cumulonimbus
clouds and are commonly
spherical or conical in shape. Their
diameter can range from 5 to
50mm or even more, however
most hailstones are smaller than
25mm.

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=uURmQI-wZ5I

SOME PEOPLE GET REALLY
EXCITED ABOUT HAIL…

Sleet or hail?


There are two easy facts to
differentiate between hail and
sleet: time of year and size. Using
these essentials, it is easy to
identify what kind of frozen
precipitation is falling.



Sleet occurs during winter weather and is a
type of winter precipitation. All precipitation
falls out of a cloud as snow. In certain
instances, in the winter, the snowflake will go
through a warmer layer and begin to melt. As it
continues to fall, it will then proceed through a
colder layer and freeze into an ice pellet or
ball, very similar to hail. Unlike hail, the pellet
only "falls" once and is generally very tiny in size.



Hail occurs during severe weather. Hail is the
formed when an object, including dust or
particles in the air, collides with supercooled
water.



As the water freezes around the object, it
begins to form an ice pellet. The length of time
the ice pellet stays in the cloud is a
representation of how large it will be when it
falls to the ground. How does it increase in size?
Inside the cloud, there are a series of updrafts.
The pellet will continue to be tossed up and
down, adding layers of ice, until it becomes too
heavy for the updraft. When the hail becomes
too heavy, it then falls to the ground

Freezing rain


Freezing rain is just rain that falls onto a surface
with a temperature below freezing. This causes it
to freeze to surfaces, such as trees, cars, and
roads, forming a coating or glaze of ice. Even
small accumulations of ice can cause a
significant hazard. Remember the ice storm?



Ice storms form when a layer of warm air is between two layers of cold
air. Frozen precipitation melts while falling into the warm air layer, and
then proceeds to refreeze in the cold layer above the ground. This
creates freezing rain or a glaze of ice.

